1) Block the _______ teaches youth about sun safety and skin cancer prevention.

2) Tip #1 of the 5 Sun Safe Tips is: Apply___________

3) Tip #2 of the 5 Sun Safe Tips is: Wear a ____________

4) Tip #3 of the 5 Sun Safe Tips is: Wear Sun _________

5) Tip #4 of the 5 Sun Safe Tips is: Wear Protective ___________

6) Tip #5 of the 5 Sun Safe Tips is: Seek ____________

7) Sunscreen should always be ______ 30 or higher.

8) This can be used on a rainy day to keep you dry, or on a sunny day as a tool to provide shade. ____________

9) Block the Blaze is a John _________ Cancer Foundation program.

Block the Blaze is a John Wayne Cancer Foundation (JWCF) funded youth skin cancer education program. The program educates youth about sun safety and skin cancer with an emphasis on skin cancer prevention and self-screening. To date, we have educated over 465,000+ youth in 16 states!

To learn more please visit johnwayne.org